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Data collection method: Online survey, nationally representative sample in each market

Target group: Youths and adults between the ages of 15 and 74 in Sweden, Finland, Norway and Denmark

Data collection period: 27th of November 2017 – 29th of December 2017

Number of interviews: 4 629

How do Nordic people consume media, and how do you reach them with
different sorts of advertising?

These are two very important questions for marketers that PostNord set out to answer.

Together with research agency Ungdomsbarometern, a study was conducted among 4.629 
individuals in Sweden, Finland, Norway and Denmark, in the ages of 15-74.

The results illustrate a complex media landscape where attention is often divided,
but also one with a clear logic as to which channels that best suited for different purposes.

Regardless of age and market, an omnichannel approach forms the basis of a modern marketing 
mix, where digital and physical channels are combined to create maximum impact.
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DO WE HAVE YOUR

ATTENTION?



As digital media consumption continues to grow, attention gets scarcer

Nordic media habits are already largely digital, especially among millennials. Social media is 
used by almost everyone, regardless of market. Since much time is spent multi-tasking

between different types of content and devices, focus is often divided.



Most commonly, people watch “fairly little” of all their video content online
- two in three millennials however say “most of it” or “almost everything”
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2%

11%

20%

32%

35%

16%

34%

20%

16%
15%

0% – almost nothing (I 

only watch normal TV 

broadcasts or Blu-
rays/DVDs)

25% – fairly little 50% – around half 75% – most of it 100% – almost 

everything (I only watch 

via e.g. YouTube, Netflix, 
catch-up services, apps 

and downloads)Millennials Total

Finns have slightly more 
traditional viewing habits;
22% watch almost nothing online

Degree of digitalisation

How much of all the video content you watch in a typical week (e.g. films, TV series, programs or videos) do you watch online?Question:



Regardless of age, people do much of their reading online
- two in three millennials do “most of it” or “almost everything”
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1%

11%

21%

49%

17%

3%

20%

26%

40%

12%

0% – almost nothing (I 

only read printed reading 

matter such as 
newspapers, books and 

information I receive in 

my letter

25% – fairly little 50% – around half 75% – most of it 100% – almost 

everything (I only read 

things on a phone, tablet 
or computer)

Millennials Total

How much of everything you read in a typical week (e.g. news, articles, offers, information or books) do you read online?Question:

Degree of digitalisation



People find around half of what they read in a typical week interesting
- the amount does not correlate clearly with age or degree of digitalisation

2018-03-21 8How much of everything you read in a typical week do you think is interesting/relevant?Question:

2%

27%

49%

19%

2%
1%

29%

45%

22%

2%

0% – almost nothing 25% – certain things 50% – around half 75% – most of it 100% – almost 

everything

Millennials Total



Four in ten multi-task at least half of the time they spend reading, listening 
to or watching content - among millennials, it’s almost two in three

2018-03-21 9When you read, listen to or watch something, how often do you read, listen to or watch something else at the same time?Question:

7%

31%

41%

16%

5%

17%

40%

28%

12%

2%

0% – almost never 25% – rarely 50% – about half the 

time

75% – most of the time 100% – almost always

Millennials Total



Social media takes up a large chunk of our time, and almost everyone 
uses it in some form - Facebook and Google dominate the landscape

2018-03-21 10A quick question about social media/apps! Which of the following do you use? (multiple choice)Question:

6%

1%

2%

2%

3%

4%

5%

5%

13%

14%

24%

32%

34%

45%

58%

65%

80%

None of these

We Heart It

Telegram

Kik

Tumblr

Twitch

Jodel

Tinder

Pinterest

Twitter

LinkedIn

WhatsApp

Snapchat

Instagram

Messenger

YouTube

Facebook

Total
70% of Finns use WhatsApp
59% of Norwegians use Snapchat
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Top 5 most used social media platforms in the Nordics

Sweden

1. Facebook

2. YouTube

3. Facebook Messenger

4. Instagram

5. Snapchat

Finland

1. Facebook

2. YouTube

3. WhatsApp

4. Facebook Messenger

5. Instagram

Norway

1. Facebook

2. Facebook Messenger

3. YouTube

4. Snapchat

5. Instagram

Denmark

1. Facebook

2. Facebook Messenger

3. YouTube

4. Instagram

5. LinkedIn



Top 5 most used social 
media platforms by 

Millenials
1. Facebook

2. YouTube

3. Instagram

4. Facebook Messenger

5. Snapchat

Top 5 most 
used social media 

platforms by Nordic 
millennials

Facebook

YouTube

Facebook Messenger

Instagram

Snapchat

.



REACHING OUT
AND REACHING IN



In a complex media landscape, no single advertising channel reaches everyone

The top three advertising channels to reach large audiences, regardless of market, are TV, 
social media and in the letter box. TV and the letter box top the list of channels where 

advertising is noticed “a little extra”, and the letter box also top the list of channels where 
advertising is seen as “absolutely ok” to come across.



TV is top of mind for reaching consumers with a major advertising campaign 
- social media and the letter box share second place

2018-03-21 15Imagine a major advertising campaign that can be seen/heard for a week, everywhere advertising is possible. Where do you think you would be likely to have seen/heard the 
campaign by the end of the week? (multiple choice)

Question:

44% of Finns say they are likely 
to be reached with an advertising 
campaign in their letter box 8%

3%

4%

6%

12%

12%

20%

21%

21%

22%

24%

24%

26%

34%

37%

54%

Nowhere – I never notice adverts anywhere

Not sure/don’t know

Adverts in podcasts

Cinema adverts

Adverts on TV channels’ catch-up services/websites 

Adverts by text message

Adverts in shops

Adverts (banners) on websites/news sites

Adverts on YouTube

Adverts on the radio

Adverts in e-mails

Advertising boards/pillars in town

Adverts/supplements in newspapers

Adverts in my letter box

Adverts on social media (e.g. Facebook, Instagram or Snapchat)

Adverts on TV

Total
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Sweden

1. Adverts on TV

2. Adverts on social media

3. Adverts in my letter box

4.
Advertising boards/
pillars in town

5.
Adverts/supplements in 
newspapers

Finland

1. Adverts on TV

2. Adverts in my letter box

3. Adverts on social media

4.
Adverts/supplements in 
newspapers

5. Adverts in e-mails

Norway

1. Adverts on TV

2. Adverts on social media

3. Adverts in my letter box

4.
Adverts (banners) on 
websites/news sites 

5. Adverts in e-mails

Top 5 ways of reaching consumers in the Nordics

Denmark

1. Adverts on TV

2. Adverts on social media

3. Adverts in my letter box

4.
Advertising boards/pillars in 
town

5. Adverts on the radio



Four out of five people are “absolutely OK” with at least one type of 
advertising - the letter box and print top the list

2018-03-21 17In purely general terms, which type(s) of advertising do you normally think it is absolutely OK to come across? (multiple choice)Question:

19%

3%

3%

5%

7%

10%

11%

15%

15%

25%

29%

33%

33%

38%

39%

No advertising

Adverts in podcasts

Adverts by text message

Adverts on TV channels’ catch-up services/websites 

Adverts on YouTube

Adverts in e-mails

Adverts (banners) on websites/news sites

Adverts on the radio

Adverts on social media (e.g. Facebook, Instagram or Snapchat)

Cinema adverts

Adverts on TV

Adverts in shops

Advertising boards/pillars in town

Adverts/supplements in newspapers

Adverts in my letter box

Total
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Sweden

1. Adverts in my letter box 

2.
Adverts/supplements in 
newspapers

3.
Advertising boards/pillars in 
town

Finland

1. Adverts in my letter box 

2.
Adverts/supplements in 
newspapers

3. Adverts on TV 

Norway

1. Adverts in my letter box 

2.
Adverts/supplements in 
newspapers

3. Adverts in shops

Top 3 types of advertising seen as “absolutely OK” to come across

Denmark

1. Adverts in my letter box 

2.
Adverts/supplements in 
newspapers

3. Adverts in shops



Three out of four say they notice at least one type of advertising 
a little more than others - TV and the letter box top the list

2018-03-21 19Do you tend to notice any of these types of advertising a little more than other types of advertising that you come across?
Respondents were only shown channels in which they previously said they are likely to see/hear a major advertising campaign

Question:
Filter:

25%

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

7%

8%

8%

10%

12%

13%

24%

27%

No, none of these

Adverts in podcasts

Adverts on TV channels’ catch-up services/websites 

Cinema adverts

Adverts by text message

Adverts (banners) on websites/news sites

Adverts in shops

Adverts on YouTube

Adverts in e-mails

Adverts on the radio

Advertising boards/pillars in town

Adverts/supplements in newspapers

Adverts on social media (e.g. Facebook, Instagram or Snapchat)

Adverts in my letter box

Adverts on TV

Total



MAXIMIZING THE MIX



An omni channel approach is essential to maximize the impact of marketing

A vast majority, regardless of age and market, opt for a mix of physical and digital channels 
to ensure visibility if they owned a brand or company themselves. The advertising channels 

seen as most effective for e.g. launching new products, providing inspiration and/or 
communicating discounts are a combination of e-mail, the letter box and TV. The letter box 

has some clear benefits, not least as a way to leverage other marketing efforts.



Nine out of ten people in the Nordics would use
a combination of physical and digital advertising
to ensure visibility if they owned a company or 

brand themselves
(eight out of ten millennials)

.



A vast majority opt for a mix of physical and digital channels to ensure
visibility if they owned a company or brand themselves - almost nine out of 
ten people would use physical advertising to some degree in the mix

2018-03-21 23If you yourself owned a company or a brand, how do you think you would advertise in order to ensure the maximum visibility possible?Question:

Degree of digitalisation

6%

10%

24%

30%

12%

Only using physical

advertising (e.g.

newspapers, posters in

town, in letter boxes,

etc.)

Mainly using physical

advertising, but also

using some digital

advertising

Using around half

physical advertising and

half digital advertising

Mainly using digital

advertising, but also

using some physical

advertising

Only using digital

advertising (e.g. social

media, websites, e-

mail, etc.)

Total
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Top 3 channels seen as most effective in the Nordics to…

1. E-mail

2. The letter box

3. TV

1. E-mail

2. The letter box

3. TV

1. The letter box

2. E-mail

3. TV

1. E-mail

2. The letter box

3. TV

Launch 
something new 1

Persuade someone 
into changing a 
supplier 2

Provide inspiration 
and show a wide 
range of products 3

Communicate a 
discount or a 
limited time offer

1 (e.g. a new product, service or store)
2 (e.g. mobile phone provider, electricity, broadband, bank or insurance)
3 (e.g. travel, furniture or clothes)



When launching something new, e-mail, the letter box and TV 
are seen as the most effective channels to ensure visibility

2018-03-21 25For you personally, what do you think would be the most effective way of communicating and ensuring visibility when launching something new (e.g. a new product, service or store)?
(multiple choice)

Question:

11%

6%

3%

5%

7%

8%

8%

9%

9%

12%

15%

19%

19%

28%

30%

31%

Not sure/don’t know

Nowhere

Adverts in podcasts

Adverts on TV channels’ catch-up services/websites 

Adverts by text message

Adverts (banners) on websites/news sites

Adverts on the radio

Cinema adverts

Adverts on YouTube

Advertising boards/pillars in town

Adverts in shops

Adverts/supplements in newspapers

Adverts on social media

Adverts on TV

Adverts in my letter box

Adverts in e-mails

Total



When persuading someone to change supplier, e-mail and the letter box 
are seen as the most effective channels to ensure visibility

2018-03-21 26For you personally, what do you think would be the most effective way of communicating and ensuring visibility when persuading you to change supplier (e.g. mobile phone provider, 
electricity, broadband, bank or insurance)? (multiple choice)

Question:

20%

19%

2%

2%

3%

4%

4%

5%

6%

6%

9%

10%

12%

17%

22%

24%

Not sure/don’t know

Nowhere

Adverts in podcasts

Adverts on TV channels’ catch-up services/websites 

Cinema adverts

Adverts on YouTube

Adverts (banners) on websites/news sites

Adverts on the radio

Adverts by text message

Advertising boards/pillars in town

Adverts in shops

Adverts on social media

Adverts/supplements in newspapers

Adverts on TV

Adverts in my letter box

Adverts in e-mails

Total



When providing inspiration and showing a wide range of products, the letter 
box, TV and e-mail are seen as the most effective channels to ensure visibility

2018-03-21 27For you personally, what do you think would be the most effective way of communicating and ensuring visibility when providing inspiration and showing you a wide range of products 
(e.g. travel, furniture or clothes)? (multiple choice)

Question:

11%

7%

3%

6%

6%

6%

8%

8%

9%

11%

15%

20%

21%

28%

29%

30%

Not sure/don’t know

Nowhere

Adverts in podcasts

Adverts on TV channels’ catch-up services/websites 

Adverts by text message

Adverts on the radio

Cinema adverts

Adverts (banners) on websites/news sites

Adverts on YouTube

Advertising boards/pillars in town

Adverts in shops

Adverts/supplements in newspapers

Adverts on social media

Adverts in e-mails

Adverts on TV

Adverts in my letter box

Total



When communicating a discount or a limited time offer, e-mail and
the letter box are seen as the most effective channels to ensure visibility

2018-03-21 28For you personally, what do you think would be the most effective way of communicating and ensuring visibility when telling you about a discount or a limited time offer?
(multiple choice)

Question:

8%

5%

2%

3%

4%

6%

7%

7%

7%

13%

13%

15%

18%

19%

30%

46%

Not sure/don’t know

Nowhere

Adverts in podcasts

Adverts on TV channels’ catch-up services/websites 

Cinema adverts

Adverts on the radio

Adverts (banners) on websites/news sites

Adverts on YouTube

Advertising boards/pillars in town

Adverts/supplements in newspapers

Adverts in shops

Adverts on social media

Adverts by text message

Adverts on TV

Adverts in my letter box

Adverts in e-mails

Total



Almost half, regardless of age, find that advertising in their letter box 
can help them remember adverts or senders seen in other places better

2018-03-21 Do you find that advertising in your letter box can help you to remember adverts or senders better that you’ve also seen elsewhere? Question:

More than half of Finns (55%) say
”yes, often” or ”yes, sometimes”

9%

35%

20% 19%

17%

9%

36%

20% 21%

14%

Yes, often Yes, sometimes No, not often No, never Not sure/don’t know

Millennials Total

29



25%

One in four people in the Nordics 
have been positively surprised by 
communication or advertisements 
that they have received in their
letter box within the last month
(28% of millennials)

.



One in four people have been positively surprised by communication or 
advertisements that they have received in their letter box within the 
last month

2018-03-21 31When was the last time you were positively surprised by communication or advertising you received from a company in your letter box?Question:

10%

18%

11%

6%

41%

13%

9%

16%

10%

4%

46%

16%

Last week Last month Last six months Last year Don’t remember I’ve never been 

positively surprised 

by anything I’ve 
received in my letter 

box
Millennials Total



Almost half, regardless of age, feel that certain types of advertising/
communication work better in the letter box than in other locations
(e.g. online, on TV, in newspapers, in-store or outdoors)

2018-03-21 32Do you feel that certain types of advertising/communication work better in your letter box than in other locations (e.g. online, on TV, in newspapers, in-store or outdoors)?Question:

48%

23%

29%

47%

23%

30%

Yes No Not sure/don’t know

Millennials Total



COMMUNICATING WITH
CUSTOMERS



Gain customer loyalty by providing valuable and personalized offers

Regardless of age, people generally appreciate being welcomed or being paid extra attention 
as customers. Many also appreciate personal offers/information based on their previous 
customer interactions – the better the deal, the more favorable the offer/information is 

perceived. The two main channels for customer communication is e-mail and the letter box.



94%

.

of people in the Nordics are 
members of at least one 
customer club, and 90% want 
to receive offers from them
(same for millennials)



94% of people in the Nordics are members of at least one customer 
club. When communicating with customer club members, the better 
the deal, the more favourable the information/offer is perceived

2018-03-21 36Which types of information/offers would you like to receive from any customer club(s) you are a member of? (multiple choice)Question:

6%

5%

25%

28%

32%

42%

49%

55%

55%

64%

I’m not a member of any customer clubs

I don’t want to receive any information/offers

Information about/invitations to customer events

Information about new products/services

Information about loyalty points

Advance information about offers/sales

Information about sales

Discount vouchers

Bonuses/rebates

Offers

Total



E-mail is the most preferred channel for receiving customer or 
membership offers/advertising - the letter box comes in second place

2018-03-21 37How do you prefer to receive offers/advertising from companies that you are a customer or member of? (multiple choice)Question:

43% of Finns prefer to receive 
offers/advertising as a customer or 
member in their letter boxes.

10%

1%

2%

8%

14%

15%

21%

31%

67%

I don’t want to receive information or offers at all

Some other way

By telephone

Via social media

Via the company’s app

By text message

In the company’s shops

In my letter box

By e-mail

Total



Customer offers/advertising recieved are typically used ”sometimes”
- offers in the letter box are used more often than offers recieved by e-mail

2018-03-21 38How often do you tend to use offers/advertising that you receive by e-mail from companies that you are a customer or member of? Question:

13%

57%

27%

3%

6%

49%

41%

4%

Often Sometimes Rarely Never

Customer or membership offers/advertising recieved in the letterbox

Customer or membership offers/advertising recieved by e-mail

Usage of received 
offers/advertising:



51%

A majority of people in the Nordics 
like being welcomed as new 
customers or being paid extra 
attention, e.g. when they’ve 
shopped more than usual
(53% of millennials)

.



A majority like being welcomed as new customers or being paid 
extra attention (e.g. when they’ve shopped more than usual)
- only one in ten explicitly does not like it

2018-03-21 40What do you think generally about companies welcoming you as a new customer or paying you extra attention, for example when you’ve shopped more than usual? Question:

53%

8%

39%

51%

10%

39%

Positive/I like it Negative/I don’t like it Neutral/no opinion

Millenials Total



45%
Almost half of people in the Nordics 
are positive about receiving personal 
offers/information based on their 
previous customer interactions
(55% of millennials)

.



Almost half - a majority of millennials - are positive about receiving 
personal offers/information based on their previous customer interactions

2018-03-21 42What do you think generally about receiving personal offers/information based on products you’ve bought or shown an interest in?Question:

55%

16%

28%

45%

21%

34%

Positive/I like it Negative/I don’t like it Neutral/no opinion

Millennials Total



CONCLUSIONS



As digital media consumption continues to grow, attention gets scarcer

No single advertising channel reaches everyone

An omni channel approach is essential to maximize the impact of marketing

Gain customer loyalty by providing valuable and personalized offers



Contact

Karin Nilsson, PostNord
karin.nilsson@postnord.com

Peder Gunnarson, Ungdomsbarometern
peder@ungdomsbarometern.se


